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Abstract 

his research was carried out to examine 

the mode of interaction of Doxorubicin 

Loaded Aragonite Calcium Carbonate 

Nanoparticles with the breast cancer cell, to 

understand the effect of these agents on cell 

organic molecules. Cockle shells, antibiotics 

combination, Phosphate buffered saline, 

Doxorubicin hydrochloride, intracellular Reactive 

Oxygen Species Assay kit Superoxide dismutase, 

were all used in the study.  The results of the 

investigation indicate 

that treatment of MCF-7 

cells with DOX-Ar-CC-NPs 

and DOX exhibited a 

dose-dependent effect 

on cell viability. The 

ability of DOX-NPs to 

induce apoptosis in MCF-

7 cells was conflicting 

with the high potency of 

Aragonite Calcium 

Carbonate Nanoparticles 

in drug delivery.  

INTRODUCTION 

ecades of research in science and engineering have led to the 

development of precise molecular structures and gadgets in the 

nanometre scales, and this usually is popularly referred to as 

nanotechnology [1]. The nanomaterial at a Nanoscale demonstrates new 

and distinctive properties which have facilitated its applications in medicine 
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and life sciences [2]. This advancement has made Nanomaterials pretty for 

utilization for different items which has resulted in the development in the 

field of nanotechnology, because of the advantage guaranteed by the 

synthesis of nanomaterials into products [3]. Through the advancement of 

nanotechnology, the size impacts of particles have steadily been thought to 

be imperative [2]. Consequently, an enhanced potential threat, including 

exposure and risk evaluations, related to the introduction of nanomaterial 

is crucial to check its safety or toxicity [4]. Indeed, even though 

nanomaterials are as of now being generally utilized as a part of present-day 

innovation, there is a genuine absence of data concerning the human health 

and ecological effects of prepared nanomaterials [5]. The primary aim of the 

present work was to study how Ar-CC-NPs interact with tumor MCF-7 cell 

lines to understand the effect of such nanomaterial on organic cell 

molecules. In this study, we designed a nano anticancer-oxidative stress 

markers formulation using Doxorubicin-loaded Cockle-shell Aragonite 

nanoparticles DOX-Ar-CC-NPs, a hydrophilic anticancer drug. Our primary 

goal was to evaluate the oxidative stress markers by MCF-7 cell line 

following treatment. The designed Ar-CC-NPS-anticancer formulation was 

further evaluated for therapeutic efficacy against MCF-7 (Breast cancer) 

cells in vitro.  

 

Materials and Methods  

Synthesis, physicochemical characterization, and biocompatibility of Ar-CC-

NPs and DOX-Ar-CC-NPs on MCF-7 Breast cancer cell-line Details on these 

aspects have been earlier published [13].  

 

Cell cycle assay 

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) assay 

Intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS) generation after the treatment 

of aragonite calcium carbonate nanoparticles (Ar-CC-NPS) was evaluated 

using 2,7–dichlorofluorescein diacetate (DCFH-DA) as described by the 

protocol and by Abdelaziz et al. (2018), Ahamed et al. (2016), and Rajabnia 

et al. (2018) with slight modification. Two techniques measured the ROS 
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level; fluorometric quantitative assay and cell imaging. In preference to 

fluorometric quantitative assay, 1 x 10 5 cells/well were seeded in black cell 

culture fluorometric plates and allowed to attach on the surface for 24 hrs 

in a CO2 incubator at 370C. Furthermore, after cells were treated with 

different concentrations (5, 25, and 100 g/mL) of DOX, DOX-Ar-CC-NPs, Ar-

CC-NPs, and Control for 24 hrs. After the exposure was completed, cells 

were washed with the media to each well twice-trice with DPBS before 

being incubated in 1 mL of working solutions of DCFH-DA for 30 min at 370C. 

Thereafter, cells were lysed in an alkaline solution and centrifuged at 1500 g 

for 10 min. A 100 µL supernatant was transferred to a new suitable for 

fluorescence measurement at 480 nm excitation and 530 nm emissions 

utilizing the microplate reader (Synergy-HT, BioTek, USA). The values were 

presented as a percent of fluorescence intensity relative to control. A 

parallel set of cells (1 x 105 cells/well) in a 96-well plate suitable for 

fluorescence were analyzed for intracellular fluorescence using a 

fluorescence microscope (OLYMPUS CKX 41), with images taken at 200 x 

magnification.  

 

Superoxide dismutase (SOD) 

Cell cycle assay was evaluated using cycle-test Plus DNA reagent kit (BD 
Bioscience, USA). In brief, MCF-7 cells were seeded at 5 x 105 cells per well 
in six-well plates and incubated for 24 hrs, with equivalent concentration 
DOX alone for 24, 48, and 72 hrs. The cells were then treated with the IC50 
of DOX, DOX-Ar-CC-NPs, Ar-CC-NPs (0.5 µg/mL), and control. The complete 
growth medium (Untreated Cells) served as the control. After each 
treatment, the adherent and floating cells were collected, and the seeded 
cells were suspended with 250 µL of trypsin buffer. After 5 minutes, 200 µL 
of trypsin inhibitor with 50 µL RNase buffer was added. Finally, the sample’s 
cell was stained with 500 µL Propidium Iodide (PI) solution and incubated 
on ice for 30 minutes. The sample was run on a flow cytometer (Becton 
Dickinson, USA). 
 
Statistical analysis 

All statistical analysis was done using SPSS software (IBM SPSS Statistics 

version 23, USA) Comparisons between groups were determined using one-
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way analysis of variance (ANOVA), followed by post hoc group comparison 

of Dennett’s multiple range test, significance was attributed at p˂0.05 

unless indicated otherwise. All experiments were conducted at least three 

times. 

 

Results 

Reactive oxygen species assay 

Quantitative data suggested that DOX-Ar-CC-NPs induced ROS generation 

in a dose-dependent manner (p˂0.05) (Figure 1-2). Similarly, fluorescent 

microscopy data also showed that DOX-Ar-CC-NPs treated cells and DOX 

alone express a high intensity of green fluoresce DCF dye as compared to 

the Control and Ar-CC-NPs (Figure 1-2). Despite this, an increase in 

fluorescence intensity at higher concentrations is an indicator that DOX may 

generate more ROS as the concentration and time increases, which in due 

course results in cell damage.  

 
Figure 1: DOX-Ar-CC-NPs induced oxidative stress on MCF-7 cells exposed to 

DOX-Ar-CC-NPs, DOX alone, and Ar-CC-NPs at IC50 dosages 0.5 mg/ml for 72 hrs. 

Show A) Fluorescence microscopy images of ROS generation, B) Shows 

Hydrogen peroxide level. 
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Figure 2: Cell cycle analyses of MCF-7 cells for 48 hrs in different groups. The 
flow cytometer histograms: (A) Control group, (B) Ar-CC-NPS treatment 
group, (C) DOX treatment group, (D) DOX-Ar-CC-NPS treatment group, (E) the 
quantification of cell cycle phase distributions of Mthe CF-the 7 cells in 
different groups. Note: DOX-Ar-CC-NPS treatment group killed more cells 
(refer to the percentage of apoptosis) as compared to DOX alone, with a 
similar trend at 48 hrs (p>0.05) compared with the control group. 
 
Discussion 
Further to the earlier detailed documentation on the synthesis, physicochemical 
characterization, and biocompatibility of Ar-CC-NPs and DOX-Ar-CC-NPs [13], this 
present study explored the ability of DOX and DOX-Ar-CC-NPs to induce clothe the 
toxicity by altering the intracellular oxidative condition in ROS production. The 
generation of ROS by DOX is generally considered a significant contributor to DOX 
toxicity and their formation, by exceeding the cellular defensive capability and 
causing oxidative damage to biomolecules [17,18]. Additionally, the overall ROS 
assay outcomes of the Ar-CC-NPs on MCF-7 provide use under stain oxygen 
metabolism where ROS sify to radicals or chemicals and molecules that comprise 
ROS compounds such as peroxides resulting from normal oxygen metabolic rate 
with vital roles in cell and homeostasis signaling [10,11]. This study was intended to 
normalize population units of the cecellines in which the results in this study 
(Figure.5.5) revealed that the DOX-Ar-CC-NPs treated MCF-7 cells exhibited higher 
reactive oxygen species as compared to the DOX alone treated cells. Reactive 
oxygen species generation of the DOX was significantly lower than on DOX-Ar-CC-
NPs and demonstrated consistent ROS generation also in agreement with 
previous biocompatibility results further highlighting the remarkability of DOX-Ar-
CC-NPs. For that reason, these results could be elucidated by the fact that the 
internalization of Ar-CC-NPs possibly induced oxidative stress which in turn 
triggered cell death demonstrated in the results. This study support evidence that 
induction of environmental stress drastically increases reactive oxygen species 
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levels triggering substantial cellular damage also identified as oxidative stress 
[11,12]. 

 
Conclusion 
Treatment of MCF-7 cells with DOX alone and DOX-Ar-CC-NPs exhibited a dose-
dependent validity on cell viability. The DOX-Ar-CC-NPs had a significant inhibitory 
effect on cell viability compared to DOX alone (p˂0.05). A similar trend was 
noticed in oxidative stress markers. Besides, the results clearly showed that DOX-
Ar-CC-NPs induced ROS generation of MCF-7 cells. 
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